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Compared to other textile printing technologies, heat transfer 

printing delivers excellent opacity and adhesion as well as resistance

to light and washing. Thermoprinting has been firmly established in

all areas of textile finishing. It is ideal for ice hockey, cycling, athletics,

or winter sportswear.  

Moreover, the technique is appealing because it is easy to use, quick,

and clean. This means you can produce economically in small or large

quantities and always with brilliant quality.  

Find out how easy it is to give textiles a personal touch or a distinctive

look by printing them with colored names, cyphers, logos, or fashio-

nable motifs.  

Explore the diverse, creative possibilities provided by heat transfer

technology in textile printing: 

FASHION Among fashion designers, sublima-

tion or transfer printing has become a popular design element. 

They enjoy using this simple and versatile printing process when 

designing customized and exclusive accessories.

SPORTSWEAR Every team needs 

jerseys, jackets, trousers, tracksuits, caps, and more printed with 

cyphers, player names, or sponsor logos. This is why you find textiles

printed using heat transfer techniques virtually everywhere, including

in football, hockey, and basketball.  

CASUAL Not only do the pros enjoy wearing

heat transfer-printed apparel. Casual sweatshirts, t-shirts, and base-

ball caps sporting the logo of your favorite team also look great on

recreational athletes – whether jogging, walking, cycling, or skating.   

WORKWEAR
From a coffee shop to logistics services, from carpentry to painting:

customers should be able to easily identify employees. This is not a 

problem if a company logo is printed on caps, t-shirts, trousers, 

jackets, aprons, and uniforms.  

PROMOTIONAL You wear special

clothes for special occasions. The same applies to promotional tours,

trade shows, conventions, and other business events. The occasion 

takes center stage, which is why it should be boldly printed on 

promoter attire. 
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Cover of Heating Plate

Holding Devices
for Teflon Protective Cover

Insulating Mat

Mikanit Heating Rods

Heating Plate (Aluminium)

Teflon Protective Cover

Printing Plate (Aluminium)

Silicone Rubber Mat

Nomex Protective Cover

STRUCTURE OF HEATING AND
PRINTING PLATES

With Mikanit heating technology
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Cap set with bowed heating and support plates available 

Smaller square alternate support plate available  · 12 x 13 cm / 15 x 15 cm

Oblong alternate support plate available  · 15 x 38 cm

Rectangular alternate ’girlie-t-shirt‘ support plate available · 25 x 38 cm

Trapezoidal alternate support plate for umbrellas available

We can also produce support plates with your customized dimensions  

Manual function

Semiautomatic function with magnet

Pneumatic function

Single support plate

Double or two support plates

LEGEND

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



LTS 12 and LTS 25 are the smallest manual presses in our range of 

products. Because of their strong pressure, which is concentrated

into small plates, they are particularly suitable for transferring smaller 

motifs onto t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers, bags, and more. 

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile 

remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. 

During the transfer process, the smooth-running pressure arm auto-

matically locks into place, so you don’t have to hold it down continu-

ously. The pressure can be continually adjusted by hand. To release

the pressure arm, simply lift it approximately 2 cm. The built-in spring 

mechanism will then hoist the heating plate automatically. 

No strength is required to raise it. 

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. Thanks to the

electronic heat control, an even and constant operating temperature

is guaranteed. 

The digital temperature control is accompanied by both audio and

clear visual signals to indicate release time – making your work even

easier. 

Upon request, both LTS 12 and LTS 25 models can be supplied with 

double heating plates (top and bottom). These are the LTS 12 S and

LTS 25 S models, which have been specially developed for textile 

applications using Swarovski stones or similar.  

LTS 12 · LTS 25
Big things come in small packages 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                     LTS 12                 LTS 12s                LTS 25                  LTS 25s

Transfer area        13 x 12 cm          13 x 12 cm          25 x 12 cm          25 x 12 cm  

Digital timer         0–999 sec           0–99 sec              0–999 sec           0–99 sec

Temperature          0–250 °C            0–250 °C            0–250 °C            0–250 °C

Heating output    250 W                   500 W                   375 W                   750 W

Voltage                   220–240 V         220–240 V         220–240 V         220–240 V 

Weight                    14 kg                    15 kg                    18 kg                    20 kg

LTS 25
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The hand-operated LTS 14 is a special cap press that extremely con -

venient and easy to operate. The caps can be quickly and easily moun-

ted, clamped, and printed. 

During the transfer process, the smooth-running pressure arm auto-

matically locks into place, so you don’t have to hold it down continu-

ously. The pressure can be continually adjusted by hand. To release

the pressure arm, simply lift it approximately 2 cm. The built-in spring 

mechanism will then hoist the heating plate automatically. 

No strength is required to raise it. 

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

The digital temperature control includes both audio and clear visual

signals to indicate release time – making your work even easier.

LTS 14 allows adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving the support

plate back and forth. This makes it possible to compensate for diffe-

rent forehead heights of caps and ensure perfect positioning of the 

upper heating plate onto the bottom support plate. 

LTS 14
Flexible cap press 
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 14             

Transfer area             14.5 x 9 cm 

Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Heating output         250 W              

Voltage                       220–240 V 

Weight                        18 kg
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LTS 38
The perfect entry-level press for t-shirts 

LTS 38 is particularly suitable for printing on t-shirts, sweatshirts,

and sportswear. 

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, or lanyard keychains: a variety of support plates

can be quickly and conveniently interchanged. 

The freestanding support plate of the press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile 

remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. 

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

The digital temperature control includes both audio and clear visual

signals to indicate release time – making your work even easier. 

Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 1),

the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs (Fig.

2), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 3) as well as a for-

mat for umbrellas (Fig. 4). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your require-

ments.

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 38                                            

Transfer area             38 x 45 cm  

Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Heating output        2000 W            

Voltage                       220–240 V

Weight                         40 kg

Fig. 2 · girlie plate, longish plate, umbrella plate and smaller square plate

Pict. 1 · supporting plates for breast pockets
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Fig. 1 · Support plate for breast pockets 
arms and small t-shirts 

Fig. 2 · Support plate for sleeves or trouser legs Fig. 3 · Support plate for girlie shirts and small t-shirts 

Fig. 4 · Support plate for umbrellas 



ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS

NOMEX COVERS
Heat-resistant Nomex covers protect the pressure plate against 

discoloration. Covers are machine washable and slide easily onto

plates thanks to an integrated elastic band. 

TEFLON COVERS
Teflon covers protect heating plates against contamination and

transfer material adhesive residue that can burn in. Covers are very

easy to clean and can be quickly changed. 

SILICONE RUBBER MATS
Heat and shape-retaining silicone rubber mats for printing plates

facilitate even application of pressure during the transfer process.

Unevenness resulting from seams, buttons, or zippers is offset, so

that the transfer pad provides a smooth surface. 

PRINTING PLATES
All convertible Lotus presses printing plate accessories can be 

easily and quickly interchanged. This adaptation to the size and

shape of your transfer motif means a faster working process and

maximum protection for your textile. Different printing plate confi-

gurations are available for pneumatic and manual heat presses. 

We are pleased to offer customized dimensions upon request. 

The following printing plate sizes and shapes are available: 

· Breast pocket in 12 x 13 cm (manual) or 15 x 15 cm (pneumatic) 

· Sleeves or trouser leg in 15 x 38 cm

· Girlie shirt in 25 x 38 cm

· Trapezoidal shape for umbrellas 

· All printing plates are vertically displaceable 

Pneumatic Manuel

Pneumatic Manuel

Pneumatic Manuel

Pneumatic Manuel
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CAP SETS
Most Lotus convertible presses can be equipped with an additional

cap set. Different designs are available for pneumatic and manual

presses. Standard size is approx. 13 x 9 cm.

Customized dimensions are available upon request. 

HEATING PLATES
Even-distribution heating plates are available in customized dimen-

sions. Thanks to an innovative quick-lock solution, heating plates

can be interchanged in two minutes – without using any tools. 

HEATING ELEMENTS
Exchanging a heating element is easy if necessary. Lotus presses 

feature very precise, effective, and longlasting Mikanit heating tech-

nology in all of our presses with heating plates larger than 25 x 12 cm.

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
Self-adhesive temperature indicators are recommended for control

if the displayed temperature and effective temperature of heating

presses are identical. 10 pads from 143°C–193°C show if the desired

temperature has been reached or not. You should check your heating

plate every two years or if a problem with the adhesion of transfer

material occurs.   

MORE ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS
We are pleased to fulfill customer requests for spare parts and acces-

sories. Even if you need parts for machines that are no longer part

of our current product line. If a replacement part is not available, we

can produce it for you. 

Thanks to this exceptional service, all important parts for your Lotus

press will be available – for many years to come! 
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model Primus 5000 Primus 6002  
Deplacement 310 l/min 475 l/min

Air delivery  190 l/min 311 l/min

Volume 50 l 50 l

Engine 1,5kW 2,2kW
Power 10bar/67dB(A) 10bar /67dB(A)  

PRIMUS 5000

PRIMUS 6002

Silko series – silent compressors for trade and industry. 

Quiet operation through sealed construction. 

PRIMUS SERIES
COMPRESSORS FOR TRADE AND INDUSTRY
Powerful · Reliable · Efficient · Fully equipped · Automatic plug-and-play operation
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LTS 138 · LTS 140 · LTS 145 · LTS 150
Convenient all-rounders 

All models in this group are genuine all-rounders.

Thanks to modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile 

remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. 

During the transfer process, the smooth-running pressure arm auto-

matically locks into place, so you don’t have to hold it down continu-

ously. To release the pressure arm, simply lift it approximately 2 cm.

The built-in spring mechanism will then hoists the heating plate 

automatically. No strength is required to raise it. The pressure can

be continually adjusted with an easily accessible dial.  

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

The digital temperature control includes both audio and clear visual

signals to indicate release time – making your work even easier.

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                     LTS 138               LTS 140               LTS 145               LTS 150

Transfer area        38 x 45 cm          40 x 37 cm          45 x 38 cm          40 x 50 cm  

Digital timer         0–999 sec           0–999 sec           0–999 sec           0–999 sec

Temperature          0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C

Heating output    2000 W                2000 W                2000 W                2000 W

Voltage                   220–240 V         220–240 V         220–240 V         220–240 V 

Weight                    40 kg                    35 kg                   40 kg                    45 kg
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Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 2),

the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs 

(Fig. 3), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 4) as well

as a format for umbrellas (Fig. 5).

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 1) allow you to move the pressure shoe back and

forth with the support plate. This essential functionality makes it pos-

sible to print on the various forehead heights of caps: The adjustable

shoe makes optimum positioning possible for transfer under the bent 

heating plate.

After slight modifications to the baseplate, images may vary slightly from the actual press. 

Fig. 1 · Support plate for caps Fig. 2 · Support plate for breast pockets 

Fig. 3 · Support plate for sleeves or trouser legs crosswise Fig. 4 · Support plate for girlie t-shirts, lengthwise Fig. 5 · Support plate for umbrellas 
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LTS 138 B · LTS 140 B · LTS 150 B
All-in-one swivel presses 

LTS 138 B, LTS 140 B, and LTS 150 B are ideal for transfer jobs onto

both large and small textiles, including t-shirts, sweatshirts, and

sportswear. 

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile re-

main unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. Pressure can be continually

adjusted with an easily accessible dial.

With swivel presses, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side, 

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

The digital temperature control includes both audio and clear visual

signals to indicate release time – making your work even easier.

Fig. 1 + 2
Wide swivel range for easy 

positioning of textiles

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 138 B           LTS 140 B       LTS 150 B           

Transfer area             38 x 45 cm          40 x 37 cm     40 x 50 cm  

Digital timer              0–999 sec           0–999 sec       0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C       0–250 ° C

Heating aoutput      2000 W                2000 W            2000 W                

Voltage                       220–240 V         220–240 V     220–240 V 

Weight                         45 kg                    45 kg                50 kg
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Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 4),

the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs 

(Fig. 5), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 6) as well

as a format for umbrellas (Fig. 7). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 3) allow adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving

support plate back and forth. This indispensible feature makes it pos-

sible to compensate for different forehead heights of caps: adjustment

of the shoe allows optimum positioning under the bent heating plate.

Fig. 3 · Support plate for caps Fig. 4 · Support plate for breast pockets 

Fig. 5 · Support plate for sleeves or trouser legs crosswise Fig. 6 · Support plate for girlie t-shirts, lengthwise Fig. 7 · Support plate for umbrellas 
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LTS 138 Slide LTS 140 Slide and LTS 150 Slide are ideal for transfer

jobs onto both large and small textiles, including t-shirts, sweatshirts,

and sportswear. 

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile re-

main unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. Pressure can be continuously

adjusted by turning an easily accessible set dial. 

With semiautomatic swivel presses, the heating plate opens and 

swivels to one side, so that the support plate is no longer covered by

it. This simplifies your work process in several respects: first of all,

it’s safer for the transfer and textile, because the press opens auto-

matically. Secondly, mounting the textile is even more convenient. 

In addition, you have a clear view of the entire textile, allowing easy

positioning of the transfer.

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

The transfer process starts by pulling hand lever. 

The digital temperature control includes both audio and clear visual

signals to indicate release time – making your work even easier.

Fig. 1
Pre and post-pressing button

Fig. 2
Wide swivel range for

easy positioning of textiles 

LTS 138 SLIDE · LTS 140 SLIDE  LTS 150 SLIDE
Opens and swings automatically

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                       LTS 138 Slide    LTS 140 Slide    LTS 150 Slide

Transfer area          38 x 45 cm          40 x 37 cm          40 x 50 cm  

Digital Timer           0–999 sec           0–999 sec           0–999 sec

Temperature           0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C            0–250 ° C

Heating aoutput   2000 W                2000 W                2000 W

Voltage                    220–240 V         220–240 V         220–240 V

Weight                     55 kg                    52 kg                    60 kg
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Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 4),

the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs 

(Fig. 5), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 6) as well

as a format for umbrellas (Fig. 7). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 3) allow adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving

support plate back and forth. This indispensible feature makes it 

possible to compensate for different forehead heights of caps: adjust-

ment of the shoe allows optimum positioning under the bent heating

plate.

Fig. 3 · Optional cap set Fig. 4 · Breast pocket printing plate

Fig. 5 · Support plate for sleeves or trouser legs crosswise Fig. 6 · Support plate for girlie t-shirts, lengthwise Fig. 7 · Support plate for umbrellas 
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These two models are among the best high-performance manual heat

transfer presses. Its double support plate allows you to work fast.

While one textile is being printed you can already prepare the next

one on the other plate. 

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile 

remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. 

With swivel presses, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side, 

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other 

sizes are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format

(Fig. 2) , the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser

legs (Fig. 3), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 3) as

well as a format for umbrellas (Fig. 3). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 1) allow adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving

support plate back and forth. This indispensible feature makes it 

possible to compensate for different forehead heights of caps: ad-

justment of the shoe allows optimum positioning under the bent hea-

ting plate.

LTS 238 · LTS 250
Manual nonstop press for fast work processes 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                     LTS 238                    LTS 250

Transfer area        [2x] 38 x 45 cm     [2x] 40 x 50 cm  

Digital timer         0–999 sec                0–999 sec

Temperature          0–250 ° C                0–250 ° C

Heating output    2000 W                     2000 W

Voltage                   220–240 V              220–240 V 

Weight                    75 kg                         75 kg
Pict. 3 · girlie plate, longish plate, umbrella plate and smaller square plate

Pict. 2 · supporting plates for breast pocketsPict. 1 · cap set
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LTS 138 SAC · LTS 150 SAC
opens automatically

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                     LTS 138 SAC           LTS 150 SAC

Transfer area        38 x 45 cm               40 x 50 cm 

Digital timer         0–999 sec                0–999 sec

Temperature          0–250 ° C                0–250 ° C

Watt                         2000 W                     2000 W

Power                      220–240 V              220–240 V 

Weight                    60 kg                         65 kg

Fig. 2 · girlie plate, longish plate, umbrella plate and smaller square plate

Fig. 3 · Cap set 
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LTS 138 SA (Fig. 1) and LTS 150 SAC are ideal for transfer jobs onto

both, large and small textiles, including t-shirts, sweatshirts, and

sportswear. The freestanding support plate of each press allows you

to mount textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to

be printed rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to

the textile remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing 

result (usually caused by two layers) are easily avoided. Pressure can

be continuously adjusted by turning an easily accessible set dial. 

The semiautomatic function will ensure an automatically opening

after the timer releases. This simplifies your work process in several

respects: first of all, it’s safer for the transfer and textile, because

the press opens automatically. Secondly, mounting the textile is even

more convenient. 

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged. The

extractable lower printing plate allows a quick and easy positioning

of the textiles and printing motifs.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. 

High-quality heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and

constant operating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended 

durability of the heating elements. The transfer process starts by

pulling hand lever. The digital temperature control includes both 

audio and clear visual signals to indicate release time – making your

work even easier.

Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in 

other sizes are also available. Popular sizes include breast 

pocket format, the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and

trouser legs, and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts as well as

a format for umbrellas (Fig. 2). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 3) allow adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving

support plate back and forth. This indispensible feature makes it pos-

sible to compensate for different forehead heights of caps: adjustment

of the shoe allows optimum positioning under the bent heating plate.
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LTS 238 SA · LTS 250 SA
opens automatically

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                     LTS 238 SA              LTS 250 SA

Transfer area        [2 x] 38 x 45 cm    [2 x] 40 x 50 cm  

Digital timer         0–999 sec                0–999 sec

Temperature          0–250 ° C                0–250 ° C

Watt                         2000 W                     2000 W

Power                      220–240 V              220–240 V 

Weight                    70 kg                         75 kg

NEW
VERSIO

N



This models are high-performance semiautomatic heat transfer presses.

Their double support plate allow you to work fast. While one textile

is being printed you can already prepare the next one on the other

plate. 

LTS 238 SA and LTS 250 SA (Fig. 1) are ideal for transfer jobs onto

both, large and small textiles, including t-shirts, sweatshirts, and

sportswear. The freestanding support plate of each press allows you

to mount textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to

be printed rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to

the textile remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing re-

sult (usually caused by two layers) are easily avoided. Pressure canbe 

continuously adjusted by turning an easily accessible set dial. 

With swivel presses, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side, 

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

The semiautomatic function will ensure an automatically opening

after the timer releases. This helps in further respects: it’s safer for

the transfer and textile, because the press opens automatically. 

In addition this press is being equipped with a pre- and post-pressing

button.

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. 

High-quality heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and

constant operating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended 

durability of the heating elements. The transfer process starts by

pulling hand lever. The digital temperature control includes both 

audio and clear visual signals to indicate release time – making your

work even easier.

Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other 

sizes are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format,

the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs, and

the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts as well as a format for um-

brellas (Fig. 2). 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your 

requirements. 

All cap sets (Fig. 3) allow adjustment of the pressure shoe by moving

support plate back and forth. This indispensible feature makes it 

possible to compensate for different forehead heights of caps: ad-

justment of the shoe allows optimum positioning under the bent hea-

ting plate.
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Fig. 2 · girlie plate, longish plate, umbrella plate and smaller square plate

Fig. 3 · Cap set 



LTS 550 · LTS 560 
The convenient high-capacity press 

LTS 550 and LTS 560 are perfect heat transfer presses for manufactu-

rers of sporting goods, team suppliers, and workwear garment ma-

nufacturers. 

The pneumatic model LTS 550 and the model LTS 560 provide swivel

heating plates (LTS 550 · 40 x 50 cm / LTS 560 · 45 x 60 cm) and have

been specially developed for digital printing and sublimation techni-

ques. This models offer indispensible advantages over hand-operated

presses.

Their most noteworthy characteristics include extremely high contact

pressure (2.5–8 bar) and – because it is an automatic press – ease of

use. The transfer process is conveniently initiated by pushing two con-

trol buttons. After completion, the heating plate lifts automatically. 

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile re-

main unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided. 

With swivel presses, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side,

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

Fig. 1 
Wide swivel range 

for easy positioning 
of textiles.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 550                                         LTS 560

Transfer area             40 x 50 cm                                    45 x 60 cm  

Press size                    55 x 70 x 80 cm [b x h x d]      95 x 70 x 105 cm [b x h x d]

Cubic measure           90 x 120 cm [b x d]                    123 x 150 cm [b x d]

Support size              60 x 60 cm [b x d]                      95 x 105 cm [b x d]

Weight                         90 kg                                              130 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer              0–999 sec                                     0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C                                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · consumption
Heating output        2000 W                                          2500 W

Voltage                       220V · 50 Hz one-phase           220V · 50 Hz one-phase

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 5 +

6 + 7), the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser

legs (Fig. 3 + 6), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 6). 

Special cap sets (Fig. 2 + 4) are available for pneumatic presses. 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

The unit is also available with two support plates (Mod. LTS 750). 

LTS 750 PA additionally offers an automatic side swivel.

The performance of this press is optimally supported by our large 

volume compressors. 

Fig. 2 · Cap set 

Fig. 3 · Support plates for sleeves or trouser legs · crosswise 

Fig. 7 · Support plate for breast pockets Fig. 6 · Girlie plate, oblong plate, umbrella plate, and smaller square plate 

Fig. 5 · Support plates for breast pockets Fig. 4 · Cap set 
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LTS 575 is a perfect heat transfer press for manufacturers of big 

format goods.

The pneumatic model LTS 575 provides a swivelling heating plate 

(75 x 50 cm) and has been particularly developed for digital printing

and sublimation techniques. 

Compared to hand operated presses, this model offers vital advan-

tages. Its most striking characteristics are a particularly high contact

pressure (2.5–8 bar) and – as it is an automatic press – its ease of

use. The transfer process is comfortably initiated by pushing two con-

trol buttons. After proceeding the heating plate lifts up automatically,  

or by pushing a release button.

The freestanding supporting plate of each press allows you to mount

textiles easily. With a swivelling press, the heating plate can be swivelled

to the side, so that the supporting plate is no longer covered by it.

This eases your work process in two respects: First, the mounting of

the textile becomes even more comfortable and secondly, you have

a free view on the complete textile, easing the positioning of the

transfer considerably.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to comfortably set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. 

Thanks to the high quality heating technology, not only a fast hea-

ting-up and an even and constant operating temperature are gua-

ranteed, but also a long endurance of the heating elements.

Customized heating- and supprting plates can be manufactured 

on request.

The unit is also available with two supporting plates (Mod. LTS 575). 

The performance of this press is optimally supportedby our large 

volume compressors.

LTS 575 
The convenient high-capacity press for big formats

Fig. 1 · comfortable and safe processing

Fig. 2 · freestanding supporting plate

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 575           

Transfer area             75 x 50 cm

Press size                    100 x 70 x 80 cm [b x h x d]  

Cubic measure           100 x 80 cm [b x d]

Support size              100 x 80 cm [b x d]

Weight                         150 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · consumption
Heating output        2800 W            

Voltage                       220V · 50 Hz one-phase
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LTS 750 · LTS 760
Faster, stronger, and more convenient  

LTS 750 is a perfect heat transfer press for manufacturers of sporting

goods, team suppliers, and workwear garment manufacturers. 

The pneumatic model LTS 750 provides a swivel heating plate

(40 x 50 cm) and two support plates. It has been specially developed

for digital printing and sublimation techniques. This model offers 

indispensible advantages over hand-operated presses. 

Its most noteworthy characteristics include extremely high contact

pressure (2.5–8 bar) and – because it is an automatic press – ease of

use. No weary arm when producing high numbers! Its double support

plate allows you to work fast. While one textile is being printed you

can already prepare the next one on the other plate. 

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount 

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile 

remain unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided.

With a swivel press, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side, 

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

Fig. 1 · Support plates standard

Fig. 2 · Support plates for breast pockets 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 750 · LTS 760                       

Transfer area             LTS 750: [2 x] 40 x 50 cm · LTS 760: [2 x] 45 x 60 cm

Press size                    LTS 750: 100 x 70 x 80 cm [b x h x d]

                                      LTS 760: 110 x 70 x 85 cm [b x h x d]  

Cubic measure           LTS 750 + LTS 760: 100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Support size              LTS 750 + LTS 760: 100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Weight                         LTS 750: 130 kg · LTS 760: 135 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Pneumatic funktion
Contact pressure      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · consumption
Watt                             LTS 750: 2000 W · LTS 760: 2500 W                     

Power                          220V · 50 Hz one-phase

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 2 + 7

+ 8), the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser legs

(Fig. 3 + 4 + 8), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 8). 

Special cap sets (Fig. 5 + 6) for pneumatic presses are also available. 

We can produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requirements. 

The unit is also available with one support plate (Mod. LTS 550). 

Our model LTS 750 PA additionally offers an automatic side swivel. 

The performance of this press is optimally supported by our large 

volume compressors. 

Fig. 3 · Support plates for sleeves or trouser legs · crosswise 

Fig. 4 · Support plates for sleeves or trouser legs · lengthwise 

Fig. 5 · Cap set 

Fig. 8 · Girlie plate, oblong plate, umbrella plate, and smaller square plate 

Fig. 7 · Support plates for breast pockets Fig. 6 · Cap set 
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LTS 750 PA is a perfect heat transfer press for manufacturers of spor-

ting goods, team suppliers, and workwear garment manufacturers.

The pneumatic model LTS 750 PA provides an automatically swiveling

heating plate and two support plates. It has been specially developed

for digital printing and sublimation techniques. This model offers in-

dispensible advantages over hand-operated presses.

Its most noteworthy characteristics include extremely high contact

pressure (2.5–8 bar) and – because it is an automatic press – ease of

use. The transfer process is conveniently initiated by pushing two con-

trol buttons. After completion, the heating plate lifts automatically. 

Its double support plate allows you to work fast. While one textile is

being printed you can already prepare the next one on the other

plate.

Thanks to its modular design, only a single press is required to print

shirts, jackets, bags, lanyard keychains, and even caps: a variety of

support plates can be quickly and conveniently interchanged.

The freestanding support plate of each press allows you to mount

textiles easily in a single layer; only the fabric segment to be printed

rests on the support plate. Prints previously applied to the textile re-

main unaffected, and creases impairing the printing result (usually

caused by two layers) are easily avoided.

With swivel presses, the heating plate can be swiveled to one side,

so that the support plate is no longer covered by it. This simplifies

your work process in two respects: first, mounting the textile is even

more convenient, and secondly, you have a clear view of the entire

textile, allowing easy positioning of the transfer.

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements.

Fig. 1 · Support plates standard · [2 x] 40 x 50 cm 

Fig. 2 · Support plates for breast pockets

LTS 750 PA · LTS 760 PA
Faster, stronger, and even more convenient  

TECHNISCHE INFORMATIONEN

Modell                        LTS 750 PA · LTS 760 PA          

Druckfläche               LTS 750 PA: [2 x] 40 x 50 cm · LTS 760 PA: [2 x] 45 x 60 cm

Pressenmaße             LTS 750 PA: 100 x 70 x 80 cm [B x H x T]

                                      LTS 760 PA: 110 x 70 x 85 cm [B x H x T]

Raummaße                 LTS 750 PA + LTS 760 PA: 100 x 80 cm [B x T] 

Unterlagenmaß        LTS 750 PA + LTS 760 PA: 100 x 80 cm [B x T] 

Gewicht                       LTS 750 PA: 140 kg · LTS 760 PA: 145 kg

Zeit · Temperatur
Digital-Timer             0–999 sec

Temperatur                 0–250 ° C

Pneumatische Funktion
Anpressdruck            1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 3–8 bar

Anschluß · Verbrauch
Heizleistung             2000 W            

Spannung                  220V · 50 Hz einphasig

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 750 PA · LTS 760 PA          

Transfer area             LTS 750 PA: [2 x] 40 x 50 cm · LTS 760 PA: [2 x] 45 x 60 cm

Press size                    LTS 750 PA: 100 x 70 x 80 cm [b x h x d]

                                      LTS 760 PA: 110 x 70 x 85 cm [b x h x d]  

Cubic measure           LTS 750 PA + LTS 760 PA: 100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Support size              LTS 750 PA + LTS 760 PA: 100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Weight                         LTS 750 PA: 140 kg · LTS 760 PA: 145 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Pneumatic funktion
Contact pressure      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · consumption
Watt                             2000 W            

Power                          220V · 50 Hz one-phase

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



Optional accessories

In addition to the original support plate, support plates in other sizes

are also available. Popular sizes include breast pocket format (Fig. 2 +

6 + 7), the oblong format for transferring onto sleeves and trouser

legs (Fig. 3 + 7), and the rectangular format for girlie t-shirts (Fig. 7). 

Special cap sets (Fig. 4 + 5) are available for pneumatic presses. 

We can also produce any customized dimensions to fulfill your requi-

rements. 

The unit is also available with one support plate (Mod. LTS 550) or

with a hand operated swiveling heating plate and two support plates

(Mod. LTS 750). 

The performance of this press is optimally supported by our large 

volume compressors.

Fig. 3 · Support plates for sleeves or trouser legs · lengthwise 

Fig. 4 · Cap set 

Fig. 7 · Girlie plate, oblong plate, umbrella plate, and smaller square plate 

Fig. 6 · Support plates for breast pockets Fig. 5 · Cap set 
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LTS 550 PSA · LTS 750 PSA
With Vacuum System

VACUUM SYSTEM
Model                          AT 208             
Voltage 380 V

Rotation                     3400/min

Consumption             0,55 W

Frequency                   50/60 Hz

Amperage                   2,1 Amp

The LTS 550 PSA and LTS 750 PSA are professional pneumatic heat

presses with 1 (LTS 550 PSA) or 2 (LTS 750 PSA) printing plates,

equipped with a vacuum system beneath the press. 

First of all the vacuum system helps to remove humidity from the 

fabrics to print on. Furthermore it ensures that very thin fabrics like

silk stay even on the lower plate without creating wrinkles during

the transfer process. 

This is a perfect system for the application of rhinestones such as 

Svarowski stones, which thanks to the vacuum remain well positioned

on fabrics without getting out of place. 

Also it is ideal for the fixation in dtg (direct to garment) since hea-

ting- and printing plates are perforated and the silicone mats are

permeable to air. Therefore the fixation steam emissions can easily

escape with this system.

All presses are equipped with an electronic board. Its display enables

to control the requested time and temperature. When the pressing

time is over, the upper heating plate removes automatically and can

be moved to the side with 2 handgrips positioned on the machine’s

head. The vacuum system can be activated or switched-off at any

time, depending on the application needed.

Optional accessories

In addition to the original printing plates, such in other sizes are

also available. 

Customized sizes on request.

This system is also available with a single printing plate in 40 x 50

cm (LTS 550 PSA) or 75 x 50 cm (LTS 575 PSA).

The performance of this press is optimally supported by our large 

volume compressors. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 550 PSA · LTS 750 PSA     

Transfer area             LTS 550 PSA: [1 x] 40 x 50 cm · LTS 750 PSA: [2 x] 40 x 50 cm

Press size                    100 x 70 x 80 cm [b x h x d] 

Cubic measure           100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Support size              100 x 80 cm [b x d] 

Weight                         LTS 550 PSA: 150 kg · LTS 750 PSA: 190 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer              0–999 sec

Temperature              0–250 ° C

Pneumatic funktion
Contact pressure      1,2–1,5 kg/cm2 · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · consumption
Heating output  2000 W

Power                          380V · 50 Hz one-phase

Consumption ca 2 kW

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



LTS 609 is an automatic press with a pneumatic function. 

It is particularly suitable for applying transfer materials and subli-

mation onto larger textiles. 

The extricable lower plate allows an easy positioning of the fabrics

and logos to print. 

The clearly arranged digital display allows you to conveniently set

and control transfer time and operating temperature. High-quality

heating technology provides quick warmup. Even and constant ope-

rating temperature is guaranteed as well as extended durability of

the heating elements. 

The automatic release of the upper heating plate and the precise 

adjustability of operating temperature, pressure, and time facilitate

fast and safe work on all kinds of textiles. 

The lower plate of this model features a special silicone overlay and

the upper heating plate has a teflon cover. 

LTS 609 is also available in 100 x 90 cm (LTS 630), in 130 x 90 cm 

(LTS 630), in 160 x 90 (LTS 660) and in 160 x 100 cm (LTS 690).

The perfect solution for heat transfers and sublimation printing on

XXL-formats.

LTS 609 · LTS 630 · LTS 640 · LTS 660 · LTS 690
automatic heat transfer press for larger formats
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model                                  LTS 609

Transfer area                     100 x 90 cm

Press size                           closed 155 x 100 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

                                             open  250 x 100 x 150 cm [b x h x d]

Weight                                 480  kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 6000 W

Voltage                               380V

 
 

NEW
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model                                  LTS 690

Transfer area                     160 x 100 cm

Press size                           closed 160 x 160 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

                                             open  255 x 160 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

Weight                                 700  kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 11100 W

Voltage                               380V

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                                  LTS 660

Transfer area                     160 x 90 cm

Press size                           closed 155 x 160 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

                                             open  250 x 160 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

Weight                                 650  kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 11100 W

Voltage                               380 V

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                                  LTS 630

Transfer area                     130 x 90 cm

Press size                           closed 155 x 130 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

                                             open  250 x 130 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

Weight                                 550  kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 8100 W

Voltage                               380V

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                                  LTS 640

Transfer area                     130 x 100 cm

Press size                           closed 160 x 130 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

                                             open  255 x 130 x 150 cm [d x w x h]

Weight                                 600  kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–250 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 8100 W

Voltage                               380 V



LTS 512 N · LTS 514 N · LTS 518 N

These are our largest presses! 

In this model group, you will find automatic heat transfer presses

with pneumatic functionality for very large formats. They are distin-

guished by their high capacity and ease of use. Each of these presses

features a double carriage, allowing you to prepare one textile while

the other is being printed. 

These pneumatic large-format presses are especially suitable for heat

transfer printing as well as for thermofixing and sublimation on large

textiles. 

LTS 15 B

A reel-to-reel label press 

LTS 15 B is a pneumatic transfer press specially developed for 

transferring small logos, emblems, or labels onto textiles. This model

provides very efficient automatic positioning of labels using a reel-

to-reel function. Safety sensors interrupt the work process if irregu-

larities occur, for example if the operator comes into contact with

the transfer area. LTS 15 B features double heating plate with an

elec tronic temperature control and an automatic counter. 

LTS 15 B is your maximum efficiency press for printing textile labels

in large numbers. 

YOU CAN FIND THE FOLLOWING AT OUR WEBSITE
as well as other special models described in detail: www.lotustransfers.com.

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 512 N                   LTS 514 N                   LTS 518 N

Supporting Plate     120 x 80 cm               130 x 90 cm               160 x 80 cm  

Digital Timer              0–99 sec                     0–99 sec                     0–99 sec

max. Temperature    250 ° C                         250 ° C                         250 ° C

Power Consumption    7500 W                        9000 W                        10500 W

Mains Voltage           380V · 50/60 Hz       380V · 50/60 Hz       380V · 50/60 Hz 

Weight                        1200 kg                       1250 kg                       1300 kg

Printing Pressure 0–650 g/cm3 · 2,5–10 bar
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LTS 500 C is a semiautomatic press with a magnet lock which doesn’t

need a compressor. 

It is particularly suitable for applying transfer materials and subli-

mation onto larger textiles. 

The extricable lower plate allows an easy positioning of the fabrics

and logos to print.  The lower plate of this model features a special

silicone overlay and the upper heating plate has a teflon cover. 

The automatic release of the upper heating plate and the 

precise adjustability of operating temperature, pressure, and time 

facilitate fast and safe work on all kinds of textiles. 

The LTS 500 C is also available in 100 x 80 cm (LTS 510 C).

The perfect solution for heat transfers and sublimation printing on

XXL-formats.

LTS 500 C · LTS 510 C    
semiautomatic heat transfer press for larger formats

TECHNICAL DATA

Modello                              LTS 500 C · LTS 510 C

Transfer area                     LTS 500 C: 100 x 70 cm · LTS 510 C: 100 x 80 cm

Press size closed              LTS 500 C: 153 x 100 x 160 cm [b x h x d]

                                            LTS 510 C: 153 x 100 x 160 cm [b x h x d]

Press size with                 LTS 500 C: 218 x 100 x 160 cm [b x h x d]

extracted lower plate     LTS 510 C: 223 x 100 x 160 cm [b x h x d]

Weight                                 LTS 500 C: 180 kg · LTS 510 C: 180 kg

Time · Temperature
Digital timer                      0–999 sec

Temperature                      0–230 ° C

Pneumatic function
Contact pressure              0–400 g/cm² · 2,5–8 bar

Connection · Consumption
Heating output                 4800 W

Voltage                               380V
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LTS 470 · LTS 480 · LTS 500 · LTS 510

Semiautomatic heat transfer press for larger formats  

LTS 500 is a semiautomatic press with a magnet lock. It is particularly

suitable for applying transfer materials and sublimation onto larger

textiles. The support plate of this model features a special silicone

overlay and a heat resistant Nomex cover. 

The automatic release of the upper heating plate and the precise ad-

justability of operating temperature, pressure, and time facilitate

fast and safe work on all kinds of textiles. The heating plate is covered

with a teflon overlay. 

LTS 500 is suitable for heat transfer printing and sublimation transfers

onto larger textiles. 

LPS 70 · LPS 80 · LPS 100

The fusing specialists 

The models LPS 70, LPS 80 and LPS 100 are semiautomatic fusing 

presses with magnet lock. These units are particularly effective at 

fusing larger textiles for the clothing industry. The support plates of

these fusing presses are equipped with a felt overlay and a heat 

resistant Nomex cover. 

The automatic release of the upper heating plate and the precise 

adjustability of operating temperature, pressure, and time facilitate

a fast and safe work process on all kinds of textiles. All heating plates

feature a teflon cover. 

LPS 100LTS 500
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DATI TECNICI

TECHNICAL DATA

Model LTS 470/LPS 70 LTS 480/LPS 80 LTS500/LPS 100 LTS 510  

Transfer area 90 x 50 cm 120 x 50 cm 100 x 70 cm 100 x 80 cm   

Timer 0–99 sec 0–99 sec 0–99 sec 0–99 sec

Temperature 0–250 °C 0–250 °C 0–250 °C 0–250 °C

Heating energy 4800 W 5400 W 4800 W 4800 W

Voltage 220–380 V 220–380 V 220–380 V 220–380 V

Weight 150 kg 180 kg 180 kg 200 kg

 
 

 
 



LTS 205 · LTS 209 · LTS 207 · LTS 220

These units are hand-operated heat transfer presses. They are 

particularly suitable for the application of transfer materials as well

as for thermofixing and sublimation on larger textiles. The presses 

feature convenient functions for temperature setting, a contact pres-

sure controller, an electronic timer, and more. 

This model line has been specially developed for the use in the 

clothing industry. 

LTS 220

TECHNICAL DATA

Model                          LTS 205               LTS 209               LTS 207               LTS 220

Transfer area             90 x 40 cm          90 x 50 cm          110 x 40 cm        120 x 50 cm   

Timer                            0–99 sec              0–99 sec              0–99 sec              0–99 sec

Temperature              0–250 °C            0–230 °C            0–230 °C            0–230 °C

Heating energy        3200 W                4800 W                3600 W                5400 W

Voltage                       220–380 V         220–380 V         220–380 V         220–380 V

Weight                        80 kg                    95 kg                    100 kg                  120 kg
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